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Graphics Tablet SolutionsPremier Press, 2001
Containing 320 pages of vivid, full-color examples, "Graphic Tablet Solutions" is the first book to address graphics tablets, bringing new freedom to its users through the book's simple format and comprehensive topics. This book teaches users to choose, install, customize and optimize the hardware for their design needs. It covers how to...
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iPhone SDK Programming, A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Develop your own iPhone applications
Ideal for non-Mac programmers, this introductory guide shows developers how to create applications for the world's most popular smart phone. You will learn how to use a modified version of the Mac development environment, the Objective-C programming...
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Professional Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008

	Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio (MRDS) offers an exciting new wayto program robots in the Windows environment. With key portions of the MRDS code available in source form, it is readily extensible and offers numerous opportunities for programmers and hobbyists. This comprehensive book illustrates creative ways to use the tools and...
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The Photoshop Darkroom 2: Creative Digital TransformationsFocal Press, 2011

	Back in the old days, working in a chemical
	darkroom, I could only have dreamed of a postprocessing
	tool as wonderful as Photoshop. But
	for me that’s exactly what Photoshop is—a tool.
	It’s a tool that helps me as a professional image
	creator. The image is what matters, not the tool.


	The Photoshop...
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Word Sense Disambiguation: Algorithms and Applications (Text, Speech and Language Technology)Springer, 2006

	Word sense disambiguation is a core research problem in computational
	linguistics, which was recognized at the beginning of the scientific interest
	in machine translation and artificial intelligence. And yet no book has been
	fully devoted to review the wide variety of approaches to solving the problem.
	The time is right for such a...
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Meta-Learning in Computational Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	In the early days of pattern recognition and statistical data analysis life was
	rather simple: datasets were relatively small, collected from well-designed experiments,
	analyzed using a few methods that had good theoretical background.
	Explosive growth of the use of computers led to the creation of huge amounts of
	data of all kinds,...
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Absolute C++ (5th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2012

	 


	This book is designed to be a textbook and reference for programming in the C++ language. Although it does include programming techniques, it is organized around the features of the C++ language, rather than any particular curriculum of techniques. The main audience I had in mind is undergraduate students...
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Immunopharmacology of Platelets (Handbook of Immunopharmacology)Academic Press, 1995


	Although anucleated, blood platelets are extraordinarily

	efficient cells and still the subject of fruitful investigations

	in haematology, in vascular physiology, in biochemistry,

	and more recently in immunology and in physiopathology

	where their metabolism has been implicated

	as a source of potential effector compounds. It...
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Magento Mobile How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012

	Create and configure your own Magento Mobile application and publish it for the Android and iOS platforms


	Overview

	
		Style and theme your Magento Mobile Application interface
	
		Configure Product categories and add static content for mobile
	
		Prepare and publish your Magento mobile...
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Running Lean: Iterate from Plan A to a Plan That Works (Lean Series)O'Reilly, 2012

	We live in an age of unparalleled opportunity for innovation. We're building more products than ever before, but most of them fail--not because we can't complete what we set out to build, but because we waste time, money, and effort building the wrong product.

	What we need is a systematic process for quickly vetting product...
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Exploring SE for AndroidPackt Publishing, 2015

	Discover Security Enhancements (SE) for Android to build your own protected Android-based systems


	About This Book

	
		Learn the fundamental security models and motivations behind Linux, SELinux, and SE for Android.
	
		Build and enable current security enhancements from the SE for Android project...
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Hacking Secret Ciphers with Python: A beginner's guide to cryptography and computer programming with PythonCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2013

	* * * This is the old edition! The new edition is under the title "Cracking Codes with Python" by Al Sweigart * * *


	Hacking Secret Ciphers with Python not only teaches you how to write in secret ciphers with paper and pencil. This book teaches you how to write your own cipher programs and also the hacking programs that...
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